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brush-type rotatable cleaning surface are well known in the prior art. They are usually disclosed in a
patent to Munk, U.S. Pat. No. 3,434,034, and to Brehm, U.S. Pat. No. 3,710,740. Although the
rotatable brush-type surfaces disclosed in these patents claim cleaning surfaces which are rotatable,
the rotational movement is substantially of a circular nature so that the cleaning surface is rotated
only once around the circumference of the cleaning surface. Some prior art discloses a cleaning
surface that is rotated multiple times around the circumference of the cleaning surface. For example,
the patents to Kaplan, U.S. Pat. No. 3,472,841 and to Freer, U.S. Pat. No. 3,576,378 disclose cleaning
surfaces that are rotated multiple times. The patent to Donaldson, U.S. Pat. No. 2,602,120 discloses
a cleaning apparatus having a rotatable cleaning surface which is rotated only once around the
circumference of the cleaning surface. The cleaning surface has a stationary and fixed cleaning
element provided on a part of the cleaning surface. This cleaning element is rotated only once
around the circumference of the cleaning surface but it is stationary and fixed relative to the rest of
the cleaning surface. The cleaning element has a plurality of bristles formed on the surface of this
element. The bristles are mounted on the cleaning surface so that the bristles extend radially from
the axis of rotation of the cleaning surface. Another example of a prior art cleaning surface is
disclosed in the patent to Swaby, U.S. Pat. No
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